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The object of this note is the announcement of some results involv
ing integration on [ — <», <*> ] with respect to functions whose values 
are operators into an intermediate space (see Definition B). Besides 
several other function spaces of interest in analysis, Sobolev and 
Lebesgue spaces are particular types of intermediate spaces (cf., the 
recent contributions of CALDERÓN, GAGLIARDO, KREIN, LIONS2) ; 

consequently, the present results extend previous ones dealing with 
Lebesgue spaces Lp(a, Cfc, ju) (cf. KRABBE). Proofs and further theo
rems will appear elsewhere. 

Each integrand will belong to the space Go of regulated functions3 

on the interval (— oo, oo). Let [Go] consist of all g £ G o such that g 
coincides with its right-hand limit at each point; a Banach space 
[Go] is obtained by endowing [G0] with the topology of uniform 
convergence. Let Gi be the family of functions of bounded variation 
on ( — oo , oo ) ; in Definition C we shall characterize a strictly-decreas
ing sequence {GT: 0 < r < l } of topological spaces such that 

G o D ^ G O ^ G r D ^ G i (whenever 0 < i < T < 1). 

Let E be a linear subset of a Banach space §). If E\ §) is the normed 
space obtained by endowing E with the norm of g), then [E, §)] will 
denote the Banach space4 of all bounded linear mappings of JS| g) 
into g) (if E is dense in §), then [E, §)] is identifiable with the Banach 
space [§), §)] of continuous linear operators in §)). 

Our main result (Theorem B in §1) extends the following integral-
representation property: if g-^Ug is a bounded linear mapping of the 
Banach space [Go] into [E, §)], then the Stieltjes sums corresponding 
to the integral 

1 This work, done while the author was on sabbatical leave at Yale University, 
was partially supported by a National Science Foundation grant to Purdue Univer
sity. 

2 An author's name in small capitals indicates a reference to the bibliography. 
3 That is, Go consists of all the complex-valued functions g having only simple 

discontinuities on (— oo, oo), and such that |g(#+0)| ^ «>, U(X—0)| -̂  oo whenever 
— oo ^x< oo and — oo <X^ oo. 

4 The topology of [jE, §)] is the uniform operator-topology generated by the usual 
operator-norm; see 1.3. 
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(i) f%(xWff(x(-«o,x)) 
J-oo 

converge to Ug in the (uniform operator-) topology of the Banach 
space [E, §)]; here x(~~ °°> X) is the characteristic function of the 
interval (— °°, X); note that Z7(x( — °°, X)) belongs to [E, §)] (since 
it is the image of x(— °°, X) G [Go]). I n c a s e g is a continuous function, 
then the Stieltjes sums converge to an ordinary Stieltjes integral. 

For a moment, and before adopting the general setting of §1, the 
situation will be restricted as follows. Let E be the linear set of all 
simple functions attached to a fixed measure-space (a, Ct, JU) ; it will 
be convenient to set L(p) = Lp(a, <$, ju). Suppose that 1 ^po<pi^ <*>. 
If O ^ c ^ l , set $8l = L(pt), where p% is denned by the equality 

1 1 1 
( 1 _ 0 + . 

pi po pi 
clearly, po^pt<pT<pi whenever 0 ^ I < T < 1 . 

DEFINITION A. The expression 

(2) S o ^ X < T S 3 

will mean that X belongs to the family {S3t: 0 ^ t < r } . 
REMARK. The expression (2) will be retained in the more general 

setting of the extension 1.8 of the following proposition. 

THEOREM A. Let U be a bounded linear mapping of the Banach space 
[Go] into [E, 58o], and assume that U is also a bounded linear mapping 
of [Go] into the Banach space [£, S8i]. If 0 < r < l and » 0 ^X<r99 , 
then U is a continuous linear mapping of the topological space GrC\ [Go], 
into [E, X]. Moreover, if g £ G r n [ G o ] , then the Stieltjes sums corre
sponding to the integral (1) converge to Ug in the topology of the Banach 
space [E, X]; in symbols: 

(3) Ug = [£,X] lim ƒ g ( X W f f ( x ( - * , X)). 

REMARK. The mapping U is necessarily an [E, 93o]-valued "meas
ure" (terminology of BOURBAKI) ; but, although its values are also in 
[E, X], the mapping U need not be an [£, X]-valued measure (if 
X^33o); for example, see Theorem D in [8]. 

DEFINITION C. The family Wa consists of all g G Go such that the 
sums 

Ê U(**)-s(**-i)l1/a 
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are uniformly bounded whenever — <x> <XQ<XI< • • • <Xk-i<Xk 
< • • • <xm< oo. Assume 0 < r < l . The linear space 

Gr - U {Wa:r <a^l} 

is endowed with the inductive limit-topology of the Banach space 
topologies Wa. 

1. Generalization to intermediate spaces. We now remove the re
striction to Lebesgue spaces. The validity of Theorem A will be pre
served by extending the meaning of the expression (2). 

1.1. DEFINITION. If §) and X are topological spaces, we will say 
that §9 is dominated by X iff %)(ZX and if the identity-mapping of £f) 
into X is continuous. A pair (36, §)) of Banach spaces is called "domi
nated" whenever there exists a topological Hausdorff vector space X 
such that both 36 and §) are dominated by X. 

1.2. HYPOTHESIS A*. Let (S50, SJi) be a dominated pair of Banach 
spaces, and let £ be a linear subset of 330n$8i such that E is dense in 
93fc whenever fe = 0, 1. 

1.3. NOTATION. Let §f) be an arbitrary Banach space containing E; 
the Banach space [E, §)] is endowed with the operator-norm T—>$) [T], 

1.4. DEFINITION B. A space 36 is an intermediate space if it satisfies 
the following three conditions 

(i) the space 36 is a Banach space containing JBo^SSi, 
(ii) the pair (S8o, 36) is dominated, 
(iii) there exists a number 5 such that 0 < s < l and 

X[r] ^ « o l r ] 1 - - » ! ^ ] ' whenever T G [E, ©o] H [E, » J . 

1.5. DEFINITION A*. Suppose 0 < r < l . The expression 

will have the following meaning: either S3o = 36, or else, the following 
two conditions are fulfilled 

(iv) there exists a semi-norm 9t[«] on the linear set [E, S3o] 
Pi[E, 58i] such that 

SSl[T] g »o[r]1- ' -»i[r]* whenever T G [E, So] O [E, » J , 

(v) there exists a number r with 0 < r < l such that 

ï [ r ] S »o[r]x-'-9l[2r]' whenever r G [E, 33o] H [E, ®J. 

1.6. REMARK. The "espaces intermédiaires" defined in GAGLIARDO 
by means of functionals, and the "interpolation spaces" constructed 
in LIONS [13; 14] are intermediate spaces in the sense of 1.4. The 
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following condition is called by Lions "the approximation hypothe
sis. " 

(1.6.1). There exists a sequence (Pw) (n — 1, 2, 3, • • • ) in [S3o, $80] 
r\ [S81, 93i] such that , whenever & = 0, 1 and &*£33A;, then the sequence 
(Pnbk) (» = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) converges to bk in the topology of So*. 

1.7. EXISTENCE THEOREM. In addition to Hypothesis A*, assume that 
93o and $81 satisfy condition (1.6.1). If 0 < T < 1 , then there exists a 
Banach space 36 such that 93o â3Ê<r93 and X?*33o. 

1.8. THEOREM A*. If Definition A is replaced by Definition A*, then 
Theorem A is true. 

1.9. REMARK. Condition (1.6.1) is satisfied when 23o is the domain 
of the infinitesimal generator of some semi-group in $81 (cf., Lemme 
5.1 in LIONS [l4])—this is important for applications. In particular, 
condition (1.6.1) is satisfied when both S3o and SBi are Lebesgue spaces 
of type Lp(a, (5fc, /*) ; in this case, a dominating space is formed by all 
(a, Œ, jit)-measurable functions, and Definition A* agrees with Defini
tion A. 

1.10. THEOREM B. Let g—>Ug be a bounded linear mapping of the 
Banach space Gointo [E1$8o]suchthatthefunction\—:>$bi[U(x(— °°,X))] 
is bounded on ( — 00, 00 ). If 0 < r < 1 and 23o â 36 <TS3, then the operator 
g—> U% is a continuous linear mapping of the topological space GT into 
[E, 36]; here g denotes the f unction defined as follows: 

g(X) = lim g(ft) (when —00 < X < 00). 

Moreover, if gÇzGT, then 

Ug= [£,X]lim J«(XWtf<x(-»,X)); 

compare with the conclusion (3) 0/ Theorem A. 

1.11. REMARK. In several applications (for example, see 1.12), it 
happens that Uf=Ug whenever ƒ and g differ on a denumerable set; 
in this circumstance, £/ | can be replaced by Ug throughout the state
ment of Theorem B. 

1.12. APPLICATION. Take L(p) = Lv(a, a, JU), where (a, a, /x) is the 
measure-space of Lebesgue measure on (•—«>, <*> ) ; the linear set E 
may be chosen to be the set of simple functions. All the hypotheses of 
Theorem B are satisfied when Z7g is defined for all x in E by the rela
tion Ug(x) = Y(g-x), where Y is the inverse operator of the Fourier 
transformation x—>& on L(2). 
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